Wilson and Humanski (1993) have recently reported evidence that adapting to low temporal frequency sinewave gratings yields little threshold elevation for briefly presented test stimuli. We postulated that brief stimuli may be detected by a transient channel which would be minimally affected by a low temporal frequency adapting pattern. We therefore measured the effect of adaptation on briefly presented test stimuli for a wider range of adapting temporal frequencies. The results indicate that adaptation may yield threshold elevation for briefly presented stimuli and that threshold elevation is greater for high than low temporal frequency adapting patterns. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that briefly presented stimuli are detected by a transient channel.
INTRODUCTION
have recently elaborated a model of adaptation, which invokes a divisive feedback architecture, whereby the input to each output unit is inhibited by a weighted sum of previous output responses. Adaptation acts to change the gain of these feedback mechanisms. One key piece of evidence consistent with the model is their finding that there is a differential effect of test duration. After adapting to exactly the same pattern they report that brief test patterns (30 msec) are little affected whereas longer test durations (500 msec) are affected in the well-documented manner. They suggest that the relative lack of adaptation for briefly presented stimuli may be a reflection of the time constant of the feedback system, such that "... the feedback pathway has lit.tle chance to operate for sufficiently brief stimuli ". Thus, they posit, briefly presented stimuli escape the normal effects of contrast adaptation because the time taken for the attenuating signal to reach the input stage of the mechanism is greater than the duration of the brief input signal.
Most previous studies of adaptation have typically employed test stimuli that were presented for relatively long durations. However, Foley and Boynton's (1993) (Tolhurst, 1975) . It is well established that there are only two or three temporal channels in the human visual system, the lowest frequency channel (sustained) being low-pass and the other (transient) channel(s) being band-pass (Kulikowski & Tolhurst, 1973; Mandler & Makous, 1984; Anderson & Burr, 1985; Hammett & Smith, 1992; Hess & Snowden, 1992) . One explanation of the small threshold elevation found by Wilson and Humanski may be that the briefly presented stimulus was detected by the transient channel that was little affected by the adapting pattern which was modulated at a low temporal frequency. Wilson and Humanski tested this possibility by measuring threshold for a test patten of high temporal frequency (16.7 Hz) after adaptation to a 1.5 Hz pattern. They found substantial threshold elevation in this condition, suggesting that the 1.5Hz adapting stimulus reduces the sensitivity of the transient channel. Hess & Snowden, 1992 ). The energy was spread over a number of octaves with considerable energy present up to the Nyquist frequency. A channel with broad tuning characteristics may be able to integrate energy over a wide range of temporal frequencies in order to reach threshold. Inspection of the results of Moulden, Renshaw and Mather (1984; Fig. 2) shows that effects of low temporal frequency adapters fall off monotonically with test temporal frequency. Hence it is possible that the 30 msec probe could be detected over a part of the temporal frequency spectrum that is little adapted by the 1.5 Hz pattern. Thus Wilson and Humanski's findings may be the result of adapting the sustained channel but measuring sensitivity of the transient channel.
In order to test this possibility we measured threshold elevation for test gratings presented for either 30 or 500 msec after adaptation to patterns of low or high temporal frequency. We reasoned that if the effective energy in a 30 msec test flash was located at high temporal frequencies then adapting to a high temporal frequency should result in greater threshold elevation than that yielded by a low temporal frequency adapting pattern. Conversely, at longer presentation durations, low temporal frequency adapting patterns should yield more threshold elevation than adapting patterns of high temporal frequency. In order to test this interpretation we measured thresholds for briefly presented stimuli after adapting to patterns of low and high temporal frequency. We also measured thresholds for longer duration test stimuli which were modulated at a range of temporal frequencies after adaptation to high and low temporal frequencies.
The findings we report here indicate that thresholds for briefly presented stimuli are elevated after adaptation to both low and high temporal frequencies but that an adapting pattern modulated at 16Hz yields more threshold elevation than those of 2 Hz. Under conditions where the transient channel is thought to be less sensitive (i.e. at high spatial frequencies) similar threshold elevation is found at all adapting frequencies and test durations. These findings are consistent with previous studies of the tuning of adaptation effects in the temporal domain (Moulden et al., 1984) and a scheme whereby briefly presented stimuli are detected by the transient channel.
METHOD

Apparatus and stimuli
All stimuli were horizontally oriented sinusoidal gratings of either 3 or 9 c/deg generated by a Cambridge Research Systems VSG2/2 image generator using 14 bit DACs under computer control. The images were accurately gamma corrected and displayed on a Macintosh monitor at a frame rate of 67 Hz. The mean luminance was 96 cdm -2. The adapting patterns were presented in the centre of the display in a circular window whose diameter subtended 4 deg. The test patterns were also presented in the centre of the display in a window whose diameter subtended 1.5deg. The spatial frequencies of the test and adapting patterns were always the same. The surround of the presentation windows had the same mean luminance and the active display area subtended 21 deg horizontally by 17.5 deg vertically. The adapting patterns were temporally modulated (counterphased) at 2 or 16 Hz. Test patterns were presented for either 30 or 500 msec with abrupt onset and offset. The test patterns were modulated at 2 Hz in the case of the 500 msec condition and were static in the 30 msec condition. Subjects fixated a small fixation point at the centre of the screen and used a head and chin rest. All viewing was binocular from a distance of 114 cm.
Experiment 1: Threshold elevation for brief test durations
Procedure. At the onset of each experiment the subject adapted for 2 min to a sinusoidal grating of either 3 or 9 c/deg that was modulated at 2 or 16 Hz. Each test stimulus was signalled by a tone and followed by 10 sec of "top-up" adaptation. A blank field of the same mean luminance was presented for 0.5 sec. before the onset and the offset of each test stimulus. The subjects' task was to indicate whether they had seen the test grating by pressing one of two buttons (yes-no). The contrast of the adapting pattern was always 64%. Contrast is defined as:
where Lmax is maximum luminance and Lmi n is minimum luminance.
In the baseline condition the adapting pattern was replaced by a blank field of the same mean luminance. The contrast of the test was controlled by a modified PEST procedure (Taylor & Creelman, 1967) and depended upon subjects' responses. Each experiment consisted of 20 presentations. A psychometric function (Weibull) was fitted to the data and the 87% point was estimated. The mean of three such estimates was taken as threshold for each condition. The two authors served as subjects in all conditions. A further experiment was conducted employing a naive subject (WJM) and a two alternative forced choice procedure. The experiment was essentially similar to that outlined above except that the test stimulus was presented 0.5 deg to the left or right of the central fixation spot. The probability of the test appearing in either location was 0.5 and the subjects' task was to indicate in which spatial interval the test had appeared.
Experiment 2: Contrast sensitivity functions
In Experiment 2 contrast sensitivity was measured for two subjects (S.T.H. and R.J.S) before and after adaptation to patterns modulated at either 2 or 16 Hz. The procedure and stimuli were essentially similar to those of Experiment 1. However, all stimuli were modulated at 3 c/deg and were presented for 500 msec. Contrast sensitivity was measured for seven temporal frequencies (1-28 Hz) using a yes--no protocol. In each session, detection thresholds were estimated for each of seven temporal frequencies using a multiple interleaved PEST procedure. The order of presentation of the test stimuli was effectively randomised. The adapting regime was the same as that of Experiment 1. Figure 1 shows the results of 3 c/deg for two subjects. For one subject (STH), adapting to 2 Hz had only a small effect on threshold for stimuli presented for 30 msec but approximately doubled thresholds for tests presented for 500 msec. For the other subject (RJS) and a further naive subject (see Fig. 3 FIGURE 4. Unadapted thresholds (0) and thresholds after adaptation to 2Hz (A) and 16Hz (©) for two subjects. The spatial frequency was 3 c/deg and the test duration was 500 msec. Error bars represent __+ 1 SEM.
RESULTS
Experiment I
for both adapting frequencies appear very similar for both test durations. Figure 3 shows the result for a naive observer for 3 c/deg using a two alternative-forced-choice-procedure. Whilst thresholds tend to be higher, the results are similar to those shown in Fig. 1 . Figure 4 shows the contrast sensitivity functions for two observers before and after adaptation to patterns modulated at either 2 or 16 Hz. The results indicate that at high temporal frequencies (~>16Hz) a 16Hz adapting pattern elicits greater reduction of sensitivity than a 2 Hz pattern. Conversely, at low test temporal frequencies, sensitivity is reduced more by a 2Hz adapting pattern than a 16 Hz adapting pattern. The tuning of this adaption effect appears to be relatively broad and in line with previous studies (e.g. Moulden et al., 1984) . Moulden et al.' s results pertained to spatially complex stimuli, thus the results reported here extend their results to spatially narrowband patterns.
Experiment 2
DISCUSSION
In Experiment 1 we measured threshold elevation for 30 and 500msec test stimuli after adaptation to patterns of 2 or 16Hz. We find that threshold elevation does occur for 30 msec stimuli and is greater when the adapting pattern is modulated at 16Hz rather than 2 Hz at 3 c/deg. At 9 c/deg threshold elevation is similar for both adapting frequencies. It is believed that the sustained channel is optimally tuned for moderate spatial frequencies whilst the transient channel is optimally tuned for low spatial frequencies (Kulikowski & Tolhurst, 1973; Hess & Snowden, 1992) . It seems likely that the small differences we find between 3 and 9 c/deg reflect differences in the spatial frequency tuning of sustained and transient channels.
The reduced threshold elevation found when the adapting pattern is of low temporal frequency and the test is presented briefly may be explained by postulating that detection of the 30 msec test flash is mediated by the transient channel that is relatively unadapted by low temporal frequencies. This interpretation is consistent with the results of Experiment 2 which indicate that sensitivity to stimuli 16-28 Hz is reduced more by a 16 Hz adapting pattern than by one of 2 Hz. Indeed, one subject (RJS) shows little, if any, reduction in sensitivity at 16 Hz after adaptation to 2 Hz. It seems reasonable, therefore, to interpret the reduction in threshold elevation at brief test durations reported by Wilson and Humanski as a manifestation of such differential effects of adapting frequency upon transient and sustained channels.
To summarize, our results show that adaptation causes threshold elevation for stimuli as brief as 30 msec. In particular, we show that even low temporal frequency adapters may raise threshold in these conditions, though not as profoundly as high frequency adapters. This reduced threshold elevation for briefly presented tests is consistent with the tuning of adaptation effects for longer duration tests found in Experiment 2. One possible explanation of the discrepancy between our results and those of Wilson and Humanski may lie in the differences in adapting regimes employed.
Whilst our findings have no direct bearing upon the existence, or otherwise, of a divisive feedback model of contrast gain control, they do constrain the time coefficient of the mechanism proposed by Wilson and Humanski to be less than 30msec. Alternatively, one may posit a modified divisive feedback model, whereby the feedback signal is not contingent upon the presence of an input signal at the output stage. Instead, once adaptation has occurred, the mechanism may continue to drive an inhibitory feedback signal that may decay over time. Similarly, our results are also consistent with a feedforward system. In any case, whilst the model of Wilson and Humanski provides an interesting theoretical viewpoint, one of the reasons for its invocation does not occur for all stimuli, and is explicable with reference to the differential effects of adapting patterns on sustained and transient channels.
